After some preliminary results ( § 1), we give in §2 another proof of the result of N. J. Kalton [5] concerning the unicity of the unconditional bases of lp, 0<p<
Using this result we prove in §3 the unicity of certain bounded symmetric block bases of the subspaces of the Lorentz sequence spaces d(w,p), 0 <p < 1. In §4 we show that every infinite dimensional subspace of d(w,p) contains a subspace linearly homeomorphic to lp, 0 <p < 1.
Unlike the case/> > 1 there are subspaces of d(w,p), 0 <p < 1, which contain no complemented subspaces of d(w, p) linearly homeomorphic to lp. In fact there are spaces d(w,p), 0 <p < 1, which contain no complemented subspaces linearly homeomorphic to lp. We conjecture that this is true for every d(w,p), 0 <p < 1. The answer to the previous question seems to be important: for example we can prove that a positive complemented sublattice E of d(w, p), 0 <p < I, with a symmetric basis is linearly homeomorphic either to lp or to d(w,p); consequently, a positive answer to this question implies that E is linearly homeomorphic to d(w, p). In §5 we are able to characterise the sublattices of d(w,p), p -k~' (however under a supplementary restriction concerning the sequence (wn)J°_,), which are positive and contractive complemented, as being the order ideals of d(w, p).
Finally, in §6, we characterise the Mackey completion of d(w, p) also in the case p = k~\ *EN.
1. Preliminary results. Let Ibea real linear space and 0 <p < 1. A function, denoted by || ||, defined on X with the values in R+, is called ap-norm (or briefly a norm) if the following conditions are verified. 2 . The series 2,e/) x¡ converges for every subset A c N. 3 . For every e > 0 there exists an integer n such that ||2ie//Jc,|| < efor every finite set of integers 77 which satisfies min{< G 77} > n. 4 . For any bounded sequence of real numbers (aB)"_1; the series SjLj aixi converges, when 2°!, xi converges.
The proof will be omitted.
A basis (xn)^=x in X is said to be unconditional if for every X ^ x = ~2*LX a¡x,, the sequence (anxn)™=, verifies one of the equivalent assertions of Lemma 1.1.
If 0 < inf" ||x"|| < supj|jcj| < + oo, we say that the basis (xn)^_x is bounded. The following corollary is also known. (1.1)
We have also Lemma 1.3 . The space X with the p-norm is a p-Banach space.
Proof. Let (xk)k"=x be a Cauchy sequence in (A', ||| |||) and let e > 0. Then there exists the sequence of integers (nk)kx>=x so that |||jcn -xn'||| < e for n > nx and Ujjfifc _ x"*+i||| < e/2* for every k G N. Since (X, || ||) is a /7-Banach space and ||jc|| < 111*111, there exists x = Sn°_,(x','+' -x"") + x"' G X and |||jc where (x,-)," , is an unconditional bounded basis of X and x = 2," x a¡x¡ G X.
Proof. It follows by Lemma 1.3 and by the open mapping theorem. □ Two bases (xn)™=, and (y")^ x of X are equivalent and we write (x") -(yn), if for every sequence of scalars (an)™=x, S^L, anxn converges if and only if S^ anyn converges. A basis (xn)™= x of X is called symmetric if every permutation (x^n))^_, of (xn)™=, is a basis of X equivalent to (xn)™_,.
Let w = (w, where 77 is an arbitrary permutation of the integers. Then X = (d(w,p), || || ) is a/7-Banach space and the canonical basis (xn)"_,, is a symmetric basis of X (see [4] ). If p > 1 we can define analogously d(w,p), which is a Banach space under the norm (00 \ i//> 2 I «"(,/ ■ w, , a -(a,)"., e </(w, />).
= /
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use A sequence (y")^ x in a /7-Banach space with a basis (x")"_, is called a block basic sequence of (x")^°_,, if there is an increasing sequence of integers (p")^x such that.y" = 2f_+;" + i <*iX, with (aX-i scalars.
It is known that (>»")"_, is a basis of Sp{.y": n G N} (see II.5.6 of [10] ).
If E and F are two Banach spaces and 0 < r < + oo, we say that the linear bounded operator T: E -» F is r-absolutely summing if, for any finite set of elements (jc,)"_ , of 7s, there is c > 0 such that (¿ll/Xlf) <c-supH 2k(*,)f) : *'G £', ||*'|| < lj. (1.3) Denote the set of all r-absolutely summing operators from TJ to F by Pr(E, F).
If T G Pr(E, F) and r > 1 then wr(T) = inf{c > 0: c verifies (1.3)} is a norm on Pr(E, F), which is a Banach space with respect to this norm.
We recall here two more theorems which we need: If A is an infinite matrix of real numbers (ay-)"_, and 0 < p < 1, then we denote by IM || oo j, = SUp '(2 diag í/ ù //ie matrix which has on the diagonal the numbers dn, and K is a positive constant depending only on p. Theorem 1.6 (see Theorem 94 of [9] ). Let (X, p) be a measure space and H a Hilbert space. Then any linear bounded operator from LX(X, p) on H is p-absolutely summing for all 0 < p < oo.
(In fact Maurey proved a stronger version of Theorem 1.6.)
2. The unicity of the unconditional bases of lp, 0 <p < 1. In this section we give a new proof of Kalton's result [5] concerning the unicity of unconditional bases of lp, 0 < p < 1. The proof follows the idea of Lindenstrauss and Pelczyñski's proof concerning the unicity of unconditional bases of /, [7] . Theorem 2.1. Any two unconditional bounded bases of lp, 0 <p < 1, are equivalent.
Proof. If (e")"_, is the canonical basis of lp, 0 <p < 1, let (x")"_" where x, = 2Jli b"e. such that 2JLi|6yK = 1 for every /' G N, another unconditional (assumed normalized) basis and let^ = 2°1, aixi an element of lp, 0 <p < 1. For any x G lp we denote by ||jc||" = ||2°li aM" = 2°1,|«,K, the norm of lp for 0 <p < 1. Since e is arbitrarily small it follows that, for every y = SJLi aixi G 7,, Lemma 3.1. Let (xn)^°_, be the canonical basis in d(w,p), 0 <p < 1. If y" = 2fl*' +1 a¡x¡, n = 1, 2, . . . , is a bounded block basic sequence of (xn)x_x such that limn an = 0, then there is a subsequence of (yn)^x which is equivalent to the canonical basis of L.
Proof. Since every change of signs and every permutation of the integers induces an isometry in d(w, p) we may assume, by switching to a subsequence if necessary, that (a¡)°^x is a nonincreasing sequence of positive numbers. Moreover we may assume that ||.yj| = 1 for n G N. Now let 0 < e < 22(2^ -\yl/p(2p+x -l)~x/p. Using the facts that lim" a" = 0 and HjrJI^a, = 1 for every n G N, it is easy to construct by induction two increasing sequences of integers («,)j*l i and (/))_," i such that We shall use forward a special block basic sequence. Let (•*")"_ 1 be a symmetric basis in the /7-Banach space X. If 0 =?*= a = 2~_i a,,*,, G A' and if (/»,-),*! is an increasing sequence of integers, let >>^a) = 2^ +1 a¡_p x¡, n G N. Then (y"a))n°"x is a bounded block basic sequence of (xn)"_,, and we shall call it a block of type I 0/ (*X=,-Theorem 3.2. Every bounded block basic sequence of (xn)n°^x in d(w,p), 0 <p < 1, has a subsequence equivalent either to the unit vector basis of lp or to a block basic sequence of type I of (*"))■= iProof. Let yn = 2^ + , a,*,, n = 1, 2, .... We may assume that H^JI,,*, = 1 and that ap +x > ■ ■ ■ > ap > 0 for every n G N. If supn(pa+l -pn) < + 00, then it is clear that (y")n ~ (*")", hence (.y")j¡°_ ! is equivalent to a block basic sequence of type I of (xn)x-v Assume now that sxxr>n(pn+x -pn) = 00. Let b¡ = sup"|aPn + ,| for 1* G N. It is easy to prove that lim, b¡ = 0.
Case I. Assume that for every e > 0 there exists m such that \\\ZP"JP +m a¡x¡\\ < e for every n so that/7"+1 -/>" > m. Since supn(//n+1 -/?") = +00, we may assume that pn + 2-pn+x > Pn+X-Pn for every n G N. Define now z" = 2fi+1'";'" «/+,"-*,•> « G N. Then ||zn||PjM, = H.yJL^H, = 1 for n G N. By hypothesis and using the fact that there is a subsequence (nk)^x such that the sequences (aj+p )"_, converge simultaneously for i < m, we can find a Cauchy subsequence of (z")*_,. Hence we may assume that limn zn = z = 2°L] c,*, G d(w,p). It is clear that z =£ 0.
Since (y")%L ! is a bounded block basic sequence of (.*")£_, it is well known that K = supJI-PJI < +00, where 7>n(2°°_i a¡y¡) = 2"_, aiyi (see III.2.11 of [10] ). Consequently we can find a subsequence (z )* Define now such that 2" < 1/2 JC. Then e < \\z¡\\p" < H^H^ = 1 for i G N, also (z,)°l, is a bounded block basic sequence of (*")"_! and the coefficients of z, converge to zero. By Lemma 3.1 it follows that there exists a subsequence (r,),"] of (z,)°l, which is equivalent to the canonical basis (<?,.)£, of lp. Since (y")T-\ dominates (ti)xmX (i.e. ||2r_, ¿yjl,,« < + oo implies that ||2Jli 6,/|l;>>w < oo for every sequence (è,-),",) then l|2J_! ¿¿yJI^H. < °o implies that '2'*Lx\di\p < oo for every sequence of scalars (</,-),",. On the other hand, since Wy^]^ = 1 for every i G N, 2£,|4|/ ' < oo implies that ||2f-. 4^11,,* < «. hence (yj, ~ (e,)t. D
In the remainder of this section we study the unicity of the symmetric bases of the subspaces of d(w,p), 0 <p < I. We shall often use the following notion. Let X be a p -Banach space with a separating dual X (this is the case whenever X has a basis). We consider on X the finest locally convex topology weaker than the original one i.e. the Mackey topology on X. It is easy to see that the Mackey topology on X is generated by the neighbourhoods ((l/n)co(S))"_,, where S = {x G X: \\x\\ < 1}. Then the completion of X in the Mackey topology, X, is a Banach space. It is interesting that d(w,p), 0 <p < 1, may be exactly /,. The routine proof of the following proposition will be omitted. Then ||2-., &<">|L" < 2r_1||Z><%" < 2"_11/2"P < oo, consequently it follows that b = 2"_, b(n) G /,. But (3.5) implies that 1 < 2°°_i bfn) for every n G N, hence ||2~_1¿>(,,)||1 = 2~_, 2°°_i bfn) = + oo, In our case W~x(ywn) = ex/^y~i)nx/y, hence, for every 0 < y < 1, (3.7) and also (3.6) are true. But Theorem 3. 2. This space is moreover an example of a /7-Banach space X with a unique unconditional basis, other than lp, for which X has a unique unconditional basis. Proof. If X oe lp, 0 <p < I, then by Theorem 2.1 it follows that (y")" ~ (z")".
Otherwise, Proposition 3.1 of [5] implies that (yn)^=x is equivalent to a block basic sequence (uX-, of (*")"-i> ", = y«.+i ■=«, ■ ..a,*,, n = 1, 2, ... , and (zn)"_, is equivalent to a block basic sequence vm = 2^;rm + i b"yn, m = 1,2, ... , of (yn)"°. Moreover we may assume that lim sup,,.^ bn =£ 0 (otherwise Lemma 3.1 implies that (z")" -(e")" which contradicts our assumption). Reasoning as in Theorem 3.8 we obtain that (z")"-i domainates (y")n°^x. By interchanging the roles of (>»")"-1 an<( zn)^°_, we deduce the conclusion. □ Let us mention the following problem. Proof. By Proposition III.2.15 of [10] it follows that X contains a bounded basic sequence (yX-i which is equivalent to a block basic sequence (zj*., of (xX-v Then Lemma 4.1 gives us a subspace of Sp{z": n G N) which is linearly homeomorphic to lp. Consequently X contains a subspace Y « lp. □ Remark 4.3. In Corollary 17 of [3] it is shown that every (closed) subspace of infinite dimension X of d(w,p), 1 < p < oo, contains a subspace Y complemented in d(w,p) and linearly homeomorphic to lp.
This assertion is not true in the case 0 <p < 1. Indeed in [12] it is shown that the subspace of lp, 0 < p < 1, Y =Sp{«n: n G N} ss lp, where un = n~x/p'2"(=*(Xn>/2y2+x e¡, n = 1,2,. . . , does not contain any infinite dimensional subspace which is complemented in lp. Consequently, let A' be a subspace of d(w, p) linearly homeomorphic to lp and let (z,),°l, be a bounded basis of X. We consider the block basic sequence u" = n~x/pHf2^n-2\)/2+\ zr n = •> 2,-Then Y = Sp{«": n G N} « lp does not contain any complemented infinite dimensional subspace of d(w, p). □ Remark 4.3 shows us that there are subspaces linearly homeomorphic to lp (in fact isometric to lp) which are not complemented in d(w,p) for 0 <p < 1. We can prove moreover that there are examples of spaces d(w,p), 0 <p < 1, without any complemented subspace linearly homeomorphic to lp. We call such a space X a p-Banach lattice. (Analogously it is defined a Banach lattice.) It is clear that, extending the order relation to X (whenever the last space exists), A' is a sublattice of X. Let A" be a vector lattice and Y c X a sublattice of X (i.e. x G Y implies that \x\ G Y) which has the property that x G X, y G Y and |jc| < I.y I imply that x G Y. Then we call Y to be an order ideal of X. If A c X is a subset of X, then we denote by IX(A) = {x G X: 3a G A and 0 < X G R, such that |jc| < X\a\}, the order ideal generated by A. It is clear now that d(w,p), 0 <p < 1, with the canonical order relation is a /7-Banach lattice and, moreover, an order ideal of the space co of all sequences of real numbers. Now we can extend (under certain conditions) Lemma 2.a. 11 of [8] to the/7-Banach lattices. Assume now that 2"°_1 a"z" converges in Sp{z,: i G N). Then Z)(2"_, a"zn) = 2?-i «"^V^ converges in fjr(^{^: Í G N}). Since 0 < c"")(V" + z") < P(yn) for every « G N, then |c"n)| < M, for n G N. On the other hand vncnn) + d^n) = 1, n = 1, 2, ... , hence lim" i7"(n) = 1 and, consequently, 2°f_, anvnyn converges. □ We can now prove Theorem 4.6. Let X be an order ideal ofu, which is a p-Banach lattice and assume that its canonical basis (*,,)"_ i 's symmetric. If (yX-1 's a positive block of type I of (xX=i then (yn)n ~ (xn)n '/ and only if E =Sp{y": n G N} is a positive complemented sublattice of X (i.e. there exists a positive and continuous projection P from X onto E).
Proof. Let 2"°_, a"xn G X, a, ¥= 0 and yn = 2fb¿+i <%-£*/ for every n G N, Proof. We prove first the second assertion. Let y G X and z G X such that 0<z<y.lfO<zn£\X and lim" zn = z in X, then, since X is a/7-Banach lattice, limn zn/\y = z/\y = z in X. On the other hand zn /\ y £\[0,y] <z X and, by hypothesis, there is a subsequence (z" A y)k°= i which converges in X (and consequently in X). Hence lim" z^ f\ y = z G X and X is an order ideal in X. Remark now that the hypothesis implies that [0,y] is compact in X for 0 < y G X. But a Walsh's result (see [13] ) asserts that a Banach lattice X such that every order interval [0, x] is compact, has a normalized basis of positive pairwise disjoint elements. Consequently there exists a subsequence (xX-1 OÍ X of positive pairwise disjoint elements, with 0 < inf"||xj|~ < sup"||.xj|~ < oo (where ||tc||~ is the norm of the element x £\ X), such that we have a unique expansion x = 2^_! a"x" with 0 < an, for every 0 < x G X.
Since A" is an order ideal of X, there is a subset A Q N such that x, G A" for every i £\ A. Let 0 < x G A". Since [0, x] is compact in X, it follows that x = H"eA anxn, the convergence being with respect to the topology of X. Hence (xn)n(EA is a basis of A". It is easy to see that (xn)nSA is a bounded basis (see also Proposition 3.2 of [5] ). Consequently we may assume that \\xn\\ = 1 for every n G A. Since X is dense in X and x¡ /\x¡ = 0 for / ¥=j, it follows that A = N. The remaining assertion is a consequence of Lemma 1. We can now state the analogue of Corollary 14 of [31.
Theorem 4.8. Let E be a positive complemented sublattice of d(w, p), 0 <p < 1, which has a symmetric basis. Then E is linearly homeomorphic either to d(w, p) or to 'pProof. Let (yX= i be the symmetric basis of E whose elements are all positive and pairwise disjoint. If _y" = 2°1) tnix¡ for n G N, then limn tM = 0 for every i G N and, by Proposition 3.1 of [5] , there is a subsequence (yn )£_, of (yX-i which is equivalent to a bounded block basic sequence (zX-i ot (x")T-\-Moreover repeating the proof of Proposition 1 .a.9 of [8] , it follows that we can choose z" > 0 for n G N such that Sp{z": n G N} is a positive complemented sublattice of d(w,p). (yX-i being a symmetric basis it follows that (y")" -(zn)". Then we can apply Theorem 3.2, consequently if E sé lp, there exists a positive block of type I ("/.)*"» i OI (xn)«°= i sucn that (y")" -("")"• Using again the proof of Proposition l.a.9 of [8] , we may assume moreover that Sp{w": n G N) is a positive complemented sublattice of d(w,p). By Theorem 4.6, we obtain now that («")«-1> a'so and Choosing nx arbitrarily we can find n2 G N, n2 > nx such that s" -s" > s" -s" (since lim s" = oo),
t"2-,n¡>22k-x(sn2-sn)k (by (6.4) ).
By induction we get an increasing sequence of integers («,-)," x such that 
